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For many years I have sung the praises of gold as an

spot price hovers between $17 and $18, an increase of

investment opportunity. Gold will always hold its value

almost 800%. Silver’s value can be volatile in the short

against paper currencies, which allows it to work well

run, but in the long run it maintains its value against

as a safe haven in times of market volatility. But gold

the dollar just like gold does, which makes it a great

isn’t the only precious metal that works this way.

option for your retirement investment portfolio.

Silver is an excellent safe haven too, although it is
often overlooked. But silver has played an important
role in my investment portfolio for a long time, and it
could well become more important in the near future.
Here’s why...

My Gold and Silver Investments
The spot price of silver
has increased more than
800% since 1971.

For many decades I have invested heavily in gold and silver.
Since the early 1970s I have hardly touched my silver
investments but they have risen tremendously in value.
In 1971 silver was worth less than $2 an ounce. Today the
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The 1970s were not the only time I bought silver. Just

will always increase because there always be strong demand

last year I purchased more silver because I thought it was

for silver as a hedge against inflation. Even when markets

undervalued relative to gold, and I was right. There’s an

are in turmoil, silver’s price tends to rise, making it a

old adage that says “silver follows gold,” meaning that

great safe haven to protect your investments.

silver prices tend to mimic whatever gold does because
the same investors who flock to gold as a safe haven flock

When silver’s price doesn’t rise as fast as gold, that can be a

to silver for the same reason.

good time to invest too because it means that silver
is undervalued and will rally to catch up to

Of course, sometimes silver’s value

gold’s gains.

increases even faster than gold’s. In
fact, silver has increased in value

If you can spot that price disparity and

almost 25% since the beginning

use it to your advantage, you can make

of last year, a bigger increase than

a lot of money by buying silver

gold. It’s a little more difficult to

cheaply before the price takes off.

spot those increases because silver’s

That’s exactly what happened last

price is so much less than gold’s, but

year, which is why I recommended

that also makes silver easier for many people

that people invest in silver. Anyone who

to invest in.

followed that advice reaped the benefits because
the price took off almost immediately.

Silver as Compared to Gold

Other Reasons to Invest in Silver

There are many good reasons to invest in silver aside from
just the fact that it tends to follow gold. Like gold, silver is a

Even when there isn’t a rally on the horizon, silver still

physical asset that holds its value against inflation. Its price

has several advantages over gold. For one thing, silver is
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cheaper, which makes it easier to invest in. But that also

silver is becoming more sought after. As the demand for

means that small gains in price can make for large gains.

silver increases, the price will continue to rise.

If gold goes up $1 tomorrow, that’s less than 1/10 of a
percent. But if silver goes up $1, that’s a gain of almost

At the same time, the supply of silver is starting to decrease.

6 percent.

Although production had steadily increased for years, recently
it has begun to decline all over the world. New silver

During bull markets for precious metals, silver tends

mines are expensive to build, and as mining becomes

to outperform gold, increasing at a higher percentage

more expensive companies are trying to cut costs.

rate than gold. By investing in silver, you can have a
As a result, production of silver has been stunted and the

bigger return on your investment.

overall supply of silver is decreasing, even as demand
Outside of demand for safe haven investment, the market

rises. What that means for investors is that silver will see

for silver for industrial use remains robust. Silver is used in

significant rises in the foreseeable future.

“...when the markets go down,
silver tends to go up, making it
a great safe haven to protect
your investments.”

small electronics, medical devices, batteries, solar panels,

Silver or Gold?

and much more. Because it is so much cheaper than
platinum, some companies are studying its use in automotive
catalytic converters.

There are plenty of other reasons to invest in silver as
well. So does that mean you should put your money

In India, which has long had a cultural tradition of buying

there instead of in gold? Not necessarily. Both gold and

gold jewelry as an investment, the demand for silver as an

silver are smart investments to make and have their

alternative to gold has been increasing. Likewise, China’s

strengths. And the ideal portfolio is one that is balanced

demand for silver has gone up by around 400% over

and diversified. Silver is a sound investment in its own

the last 15 years, and is still rising. All over the world,

right as well as being a solid complement to gold.
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“Even when markets are in turmoil, silver’s price
tends to rise, making it a great safe haven to
protect your investments.”
The important thing is to diversify your investment portfolio

retirement savings against these disasters and make sure

as much as possible, to protect against coming disasters. And,

you have enough to live on in your golden years.

whether you realize it or not, economic disaster is on its
way. The Federal Reserve’s monetary policy has the

To learn more about how to protect yourself and your

economy on the verge of crashing again, plunging us

investments, click

into another recession that could be even worse than

and silver IRAs. In addition to learning how to make smart

the one in 2008. When that happens, it could wipe out

investments in precious metals, you’ll also receive my

your retirement savings if you aren’t careful.

regular reports on a variety of economic issues that affect

here to receive your guide to gold

retirees and people planning for retirement. Plus, you’ll
Not only that, Social Security is going to collapse over the

immediately get full access to my complete archive of reports,

next couple of decades, which means you can’t rely on

where you can educate yourself further on the issues that

that for your retirement either. This is why investments in

affect you. Don’t get caught unaware. Learn how both silver

both gold and silver are so necessary. They’ll protect your

and gold can help you secure your nest egg today.

Call us today! 855-GOLD-IRA 855-465-3472
19528 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 370, Tarzana, CA 91356
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